This article presents an analysis of the evolution and intensity of Polish-Ukrainian and LithuanianUkrainian strategic partnerships. The secondary purpose of this article is to expand the theoretical understanding of strategic partnerships, by presenting an evolutionary analytical model and scale of cooperation intensity. The application of this model shows Polish-Ukrainian and Lithuanian-Ukrainian strategic partnerships' similarities and dissimilarities, intensity, strategic goals and common benefit. Qualitative analysis of these two cases shows that despite different partners' strategic fit and cooperation, neither partnership can be considered real strategic cooperation.
Introduction
The dissolution of the USSR marked the beginning of the new world order and the cardinal political/economical/social transformation in Central and Eastern Europe. The establishment of diplomatic relations between and with newly independent countries was related to the different forms of international cooperation: strategic partnerships or so-called special relations became the part of a new International System. In order to approach former Warsaw Pact members and NATO members and to eliminate the dividing lines in Europe, a network of strategic partnerships was created. Ultimately, the concept of a strategic partnership became an integral part of political rhetoric and/or foreign policy. The recognition of relations as strategic partnership was considered a point of reference for a concrete strategic partnership. In the new world order this form of international cooperation replaced the Cold War politics of alliances. However, strategic partnerships still had the capacity to influence or change the structure of the International System.
After restoration of independence, Lithuania and Poland appeared in the changing international environment. Both states had to make decisions in order to protect national security and to take specific measures corresponding to the geostrategic situation. The states did not have enough resources and capacity to guarantee their own security and secure themselves from the threat of Russian expansionism. This was the main reason that oriented Lithuania and Poland towards the West and established NATO and EU membership as the strategic goal of Security and Foreign policy. The states based the implementation of this goal on the cooperation with NATO members or candidates; consequently, they gave priority to strategic partnership with the USA. Moreover, Lithuania and Poland started actively developing the doctrine of a secure and friendly neighborhood: the states initiated closer cooperation with other countries in Eastern Europe, i.e., Belarus and Ukraine. In this way the process of the creation of a network of regional strategic partnerships was started. In 1996, the Polish-Ukrainian strategic partnership was established, and in 1997 a partnership between Lithuania and Poland was created, and in 2008 the Lithuanian-Ukrainian strategic partnership was formed.
In 2004, Lithuania and Poland became the members of the EU and both sought to become experts of the European Neighborhood Policy in Eastern Europe. However, despite the similar goal, both countries implemented bilateral, not trilateral, strategic cooperation in order to approach Ukraine's euro-integration process. Notwithstanding the fact that the background of the initiative of strategic partnerships was belonging to the same security complex and the objective to establish the sovereignty of the states, the Polish-Ukrainian and Lithuanian-Ukrainian partnerships reflected different short-term goals, implementation capacity, evolution and intensity of the cooperation. In the context of the changes in the Ukrainian political system and democratic characteristic it is necessary to evaluate whether the Polish-Ukrainian and Lithuanian-Ukrainian bilateral relations can still be considered strategic partnerships.
Strategic Partnerships in Foreign Policy
One of the newest forms of international cooperation is a strategic partnership; even though the concept is often used in academic and political-diplomatic discourse, there is no consensus about the uniform definition or theoretical model regarding this form of cooperation. The concept of a strategic partnership defining a bilateral relationship was first mentioned in the Camp
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David summit in 1991: the Russian President Boris Yeltsin and the U.S. President George Bush Sr. made a joint declaration, which stated that both states no longer consider each other enemies and commit to the development of a partnership based on mutual understanding and trust. The very essence of the strategic partnership was not been defined; however, its mention reflected an intention to develop a framework for such cooperation when states sought the common benefit at the same time consolidating or expanding area of influence 1 . In the context of the end of the Cold War, the concept of a strategic partnership reflected neo-realism postulates on the structure of the international system: states are sovereign international actors, which belong to a hierarchical category of power and operate under granted opportunities and constraints by that category in order to maximize its benefits and minimize action costs, taking into account the fact that their primary strategic goal is national security. Thus, the concept of a strategic partnership reflected the use of national power in cooperation with other countries when seeking the implementation of national interests. However, this concept was frequently confused with the concepts of coalition (emphasizes a short-term cooperation) and an alliance (emphasizes a military cooperation) 2 .
In time the understanding of a strategic partnership has changed and 'strategic' has been interpreted in different ways. Nowadays strategic partnerships can reflect cooperation for the purpose of reaching a common strategic goal 3 ; that is, strategic bilateral relations are defined by the strategic objectives and cooperation required for achieving these objectives. However, in order to form common objectives states have to identify and match their national interests. The strategic partnership can be defined in the context of national strategic interests; i.e. a state's concrete strategic interests can be implemented only on the grounds of the bilateral cooperation with other state having the same strategic interests. The cooperation in such strategic areas as security, military, politics, economy can also be called a strategic partnership.
The term 'strategic' can be interpreted by means of a partner's power or status in the international structure. In this context the strategic partnership can be determined as the cooperation in various areas between key interna-tional actors 4 or as the cooperation between two powerful countries, which can perform strategic actions in the international system 5 . There is no single definition of the strategic partnership and the same concept is used describing completely different forms of cooperation of different nature and developed to different objectives; each case of strategic partnership is unique, because partners cooperate with substance according to their interests. . States initiate strategic partnerships on purpose to increase the national security and reduce the lack of power. Moreover, acting as rational actors they choose such a strategic partner, the cooperation with which will guarantee the biggest benefit from all possible alternatives seeking the implementation of specific strategic interests.
Depending on the power of the state, a strategic partnership has different grounds and goals, so one state can use it as an offensive strategy, the other as a defensive strategy: powerful countries increase their political, military, economic power and domination, while small countries seek for security and possibility to restrain rising threats 8 . Moreover, partnerships give opportunities to support or to change the existing international structure thus providing conditions for the rise of the new centers of power or the decline of the old ones. For this reason one country can use it to seek power and domination, and thus form a unipolar international structure (the US strategic partnerships), while other countries can use it to balance the power of a state or states and to form a multipolar structure (the Russian strategic partnerships). This aspect of strategic partnership has the dimensions of dynamism and globalism: the implementation of a strategic partnership between two strategically important powers or rising powers could indicate partners' goal to influence the structure of the international/regional system and its changes, the definition of new influence zones or the restriction of third country power and foreign policy possibilities. Strategic cooperation can be defined as the possibility to establish a position in global policy/politics, i.e., the selection of an appropriate partner, alignment of interests and formation of the strategic goal determine the ability to become a strategic actor (the EU strategic partnerships). However, strategic cooperation must possess efficiency and fulfill the basic principles of strategic cooperation.
One of the most important aspects of a strategic partnership is longevity: a strategic partnership refers to a partner's obligation to develop long-term relationships. The partners must have equal capacity and power to influence the evolution of bilateral relations, with reference to the stability, continuity and common benefit of cooperation. The strategic relations are characterized by reciprocity, the ability to recover and remain flexible and durable in spite of the problems or misunderstandings. Therefore the partnership must be based on tactical opportunism, extensive compatibility of use and purpose, when both of the partners are able to identify common interests and make them a long and real cooperation regarding the similar vision of the structure of the international system and the role of the partners in this structure 9 . The basic aspect of the partnership is the recognition by both partners that bilateral relations are strategic and based on a strategic goal, the cooperation in strategically important areas, the performance of strategic actions or the evaluation that partner is strategically important in the international system. Therefore, each case of strategic cooperation is unique and authentic as states base the partnership on the common decision making and its implementation in order to reach such a goal or in such areas, which are considered by mutual agreement as relevant and corresponding the national interests of the states.
Strategic partnerships are characterized by a flexible voluntary cooperation based on a formal mutual commitment. Therefore, this form of cooperation has a broad application range and can be defined as the process of a formalized, structured and institutionalized international cooperation in order to achieve the common strategic goals, which stem from the national interest and the desire to increase national security. This definition of a strategic partnership allows for the identification of a specific cooperation as strategic by distinguishing its variables, i.e., the matching interests of national security, formulated common objectives, formalization of implementation and institutionalization process.
Evolution of Strategic Partnership
A specific case of strategic cooperation can be analyzed as a cyclical process, in which the phases of formation, implementation and evaluation can be distinguished. Moreover, strategic partnerships as a continuum are formulated, implemented and evaluated in the context of the internal factors (such as the common vision of the international structure, common values, ideology, interests, goals, commitments, expectations, support, communication, institutions, areas and elements of the cooperation) and the external factors (such as the changes of the international structure or the power of the state, the formation or dissolution of another strategic partnerships and security threats).
The mutual commitment to develop strategic relations for mutual benefit, recognition of a specific cooperation as a strategic partnership and the evaluation of partners' interest and motivation to seek a compromise in the implementation of the common strategic objectives are the primary steps in strategic relations' initiative. The common benefit is associated with national security, but understanding of the benefit depends on the national interests of the partners and the capacity to translate it to specific common strategic goals. The strategic goal can be defined as an objective that cannot be reached without the implementation of the strategic partnership between two countries. Essentially, the common goals arise from the compatibility of the national interests with the vision of the international structure.
The need to respond to the challenges in the international environment, the common security threats or the same strategic interests are the primary factors that determine the formation of a strategic partnership. However, in this phase, it is important to take into account other elements of the compatibility between the strategic partners: values, ideology, real gain potential, partner's power and ability to use this power for its own behalf, mutual expectations, commitments and the set of the specific objectives 10 . The higher the compatibility between the strategic partners (political systems, ideology, foreign policy tradition, geopolitical situation, resources, etc.), the more congruous or complementary interests the states would have, i.e, the strategic partnership will be more enduring. When taking into account common interests, and when a state finds a potential partner and defines the common strategic objectives, there is a need to formalize and legitimize the strategic partnership. The formalization grants legal status to the partnership, as well as specificity, greater commitment and reciprocity, which arise from the agreement signing ritual 12 . The formal agreement enables the implementation of the strategic goals through the institutionalization of relations, in which the partners exercise joint, coordinated actions in the cooperation areas. This process reveals the idea of the bilateral coordinated action 13 and lasting commitment to develop close cooperation in various political spheres, when both partners recognize the importance of the mutual liability and attempt to reach an agreement and to cooperate whenever this is possible 14 . Accordingly, in order to coordinate actions and solve problems arising during the implementation of the formal agreement, partners create bilateral institutions that define the roles of the partners, procedures, mechanisms, rules and elements. Communication and cooperation in strategic areas is exercised through the establishment of mechanisms and institutional structures, which guarantee that strategic objectives and commitment to the common benefit should not be influenced by changing internal political powers and strategic cooperation would be maintained on local, national and international levels.
INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
The institutional structure has a direct impact on the partners' behavior, and this structure, the definition of goals, and the power balance and/or conflict between the partners lead to the successful implementation of the strategic partnership and its endurance as "united security actor"
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. The implementation of the strategic partnership reveals the real dynamics of the interstate relations, as well as intensity, uniqueness, responsibility and mutual commitment. In this phase mutual expectations must be implemented, that is, the specific outcomes of cooperation must be seen as joint planning, agreements, statements, actions demonstrating the depth and extent of the cooperation. Each of the functional areas requires the involvement of the cooperation elements, which indicate the intensity and effectiveness of the strategic partnership. Wide and deep inclusion of functional cooperation areas and cooperation elements provide greater common benefit; therefore, states are more interested in sustaining and developing concrete cooperation as strategic. The cooperation includes several strategically important areas: functional cooperation areas are defined by bilateral agreements, declarations, guidelines and implementation plans (diplomatic/politic, security/defense, economic, cultural and societal). The key area of the strategic cooperation is security/defense, because the initial impetus for strategic partnership formation is the national security or common security threats. The elements of cooperation must be included in the process of cooperation and they must to coincide with cooperation areas 16 : diplomatic/politic area necessitate the inclusion of politics, diplomats, governmental institutions of all levels, security/defense area requires also cooperation between militaries and other structures responsible for national security, economic area includes cooperation between private sectors, 16 Ibid. cultural and societal areas includes nongovernmental institutions and different society groups. The more cooperating elements and areas are included in the implementation process, the more common expectations are fulfilled, the more intense and real becomes the strategic partnership.
Elements of cooperation

Real strategic partnership
Areas of cooperation
Political
The last phase of the strategic partnership, which confirms the continuity of the partnership and the perspectives for the achievement of the common goals, is evaluation. The evaluation of strategic cooperation includes analysis of the international environment, changes of partners' international vision, power, national interests, motivation, obtained benefit and the rate of the implementation of the formal bilateral agreements. The strategic partnership can be evaluated by the specific data of commerce (import/export rate), direct foreign investment, credits, common strategic projects (in such areas as security, economy, energy, infrastructure, transport, culture, etc.), constant exchange of information (in such areas as politics, economy, regional development, technologies, etc.), intensity of the political dialogue and the obligation to provide military help in the case of aggression by other countries or alliances 17 . The effectiveness of the partnership is measured not only by specific results, but also in terms of the capacity to form new common objectives by taking into account all changes in the international arena, values of the partners, ideology, interests, and power. The trust in the partner, the covert interests of the partner, resources and motivation should be evaluated. Any change in the strategic interests, which are difficult to reconcile, an increasing number of the hidden interests, the changes in the proportion of power, imbalance in expectations and received support, the violation of the reciprocity principle, the negative evaluation of benefit, prolonged friction or disagreement not only about common decisions or actions, but also about domestic policy, leads to the dissolution of the strategic partnership.
The main factor with the longevity of the strategic relations and the capacity to remain effective is the continual renewal of strategic goals. If the partners evaluate and update the cooperation, the partnership deepens, expands, and adapts to the internal and external environment, and if the transformation of the strategic goals leads to greater institutional structures and the integration of cooperation areas, then stronger and deeper links are established which can form a "full-fledged security alliance" 18 in a long-term perspective. The cycle of the strategic partnership is not only under the sway of the internal factors of the bilateral relations, but also of the international system. The constant 17 Pashkov, (reference 7). 18 Wilkins, (reference 2) p. 366-367.
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revision of the strategic partnership guarantees increased mutual benefit and the implementation of strategic interests through international cooperation. The evaluation leads to further upgrade and deepening of the partnership and enables further strategic cooperation. Therefore, the whole process from the search of a potential partner to the specific common actions in the international system must be analyzed: changes and results determine the renewal of the strategic partnership, demand for new or adapted agreements, institutions, rules, regulations and increase of the intensity of the partnership.
The Intensity of Strategic Partnership
The concept of a strategic partnership in foreign policy reflects bilateral relationships of varying degrees of efficiency and intensity. The intensity of the strategic partnership can be determined by qualitative indicators of functional areas, an element of cooperation, an internal institutional structure, mutual expectations and strategic objectives, and such quantitative indicators as bilateral agreements in the areas of strategic importance, the number of common strategic projects, the number of the diplomatic corps in the country of the partner, etc. The intensity of each indicator has specific characteristics which allow the evaluation of a strategic partnership along the lines of the dichotomy of formality-reality. On the basis of the indicators and the evolutionary concept of the strategic partnership, it is possible to distinguish four categories of intensity: a formal partnership, a relevant-formal partnership, a real partnership and a real-effective partnership. Each of these categories not only has specific indicators, but also provides the possibility to evaluate the phases of the partnership formation, implementation, and evaluation. A specific strategic partnership may correspond to a different category of intensity at different phases and periods of time. 
Real-effective
A formal strategic partnership can be described only as a part of political/diplomatic rhetoric: the role of the partnership is defined in foreign policy; however, cooperation is implemented only on the political level. The partners 
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Elements of cooperation
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Impementation of mutual expectations 201 limit their cooperation only in the political/diplomatic area and the cooperation in other areas is not different from that in the international arena. In principle, the partners cooperate only when it is useful or when a powerful partner controls the opportunities of the formation of the cooperation. The ground for a long-term and stabile cooperation is not created: such bilateral relations are defined by volatility and instability, when attention is paid to partners' internal situation rather than potential common benefit. Frequently the formal strategic partnership is defined by signed formal agreements and declared common goals, also by planning to implement those goals; however, the implementation has no real results.
• A formal-relevant strategic partnership shows a single-sided or mutual motivation to develop a strategic partnership, which would have a specific function in the foreign policy of a state and effectively contribute to the implementation of national interests. Therefore, one or both of the partners have the necessity to implement the strategy of balancing/ bandwagoning. The key area of the cooperation is security/defense and the cooperation includes not only the elements of the political/diplomatic level, but also of that of governmental institutions and structures. Moreover, such cooperation enables intensified cooperation in the fields of economy and energy. The partnership is formalized, i.e., the functional areas of the cooperation and elements are clearly defined; therefore bilateral institutions can be created. However, cooperation remains limited and depends on the motivation of specific cooperation elements and their decisions. Nevertheless, the partners can express common political/ diplomatic position in the international arena, if it coincides with how both partners understand security.
• A real strategic partnership shows compatibility of strategic partners when partners can reach not only specific short-term goals, but also can implement national interests in a long-term perspective. Both partners evaluate the common benefit, partner's power and capacity and ways to use it for its own behalf, i.e., the implementation of national interests and increase of security. Both partners mutually commit to provide support and justify expectations related not only to the specific functional cooperation areas, but also to common vision of the international structure. The states may include to the cooperation as many cooperation elements and areas as possible, moreover, the strategic partnership is constantly renewed and estimated. The complex of strategic goals is resolved into specific goals, their implementation process is periodically sorted through and evaluated taking into consideration the common gain, i.e., the partners actively implement strategy of the internal and external balancing. Nevertheless, the partners cooperate in the international arena (has common opinion, provide support for each other's decisions and proposals in international forums, organizations) only when it is very beneficial and has a direct impact on own interests.
• A real-effective strategic partnership is defined by continuously enduring evaluation and improving the process: conflicting interests are being adjusted. The partners actively seek to implement the common vision of the international structure and entrench both partners' position in it. For this reason, states evaluate and monitor the international environment, characteristics of international actors, powers, interests, changes of the internal and external policies; moreover, they seek coordination of foreign policies. The societies of the states are actively involved in the cooperation process, i.e., they not only express support for further cooperation, but also act as pressure groups in the case of change of political elite so that a specific strategic partnership could be further developed.
The strategic partnership as a form of international cooperation embraces uniqueness and flexibility, capacity to adapt and persist. Sometimes a formally formed strategic partnership develops into real strategic relations, sometimes it remains formal, and in some cases, in the event of disagreement between formal partners on domestic policy decisions or actions, it simply disappears from the political/diplomatic rhetoric. This form of cooperation not only has stages of evolution such as development, implementation, and evaluation, but also the characteristic of intensity. Consequently, this form of interstate relation not only evolves in the phases of formation, implementation and evaluation, but also in the characteristic of intensity. However, the intensity of strategic partnership is influenced by internal and external structure and the influence of risks in a long-term perspective can lead to the reduction of intensity despite the category of partnership's intensity. Risks of strategic partnership's intensity rising from external environment are the changes of the international structure or changes of the characteristic (power) of its elements (states). For example, in the international system, a new center of power is rising (China); here we see changes not only of the characteristics of the element, but also eventual changes in the structure (from unipolar to bipolar/multipolar). In this context, if a concrete strategic partnership is defined by imbalance of power between partners (the USA-Russia partnership in early 90's), then the weaker partner can seek intensified cooperation with the rising power on the purpose to increase national security. For this reason in the phase of evaluation of the partner's power in the strategic partnership and gained benefit would be compared with the potential common benefit in the case of the formation of partnership with the rising power (the dissolution of the USA-Russia partnership, the initiative of the China -Russia partnership in late 90's). Eventually, the feedback provided by the partnership's evaluation would become insufficient with respect to a (real or perceptive) understanding of costs and gain. Consequently, the weaker partner's lack of motivation would negatively affect all the entire bilateral cooperation structure and the justification of expectations. If the weaker partner formed a strategic partnership with the rising power, this would increase the latter's power and this increases the effect of the rising power's capacity to influence a change of the international structure.
The risks rising from the internal bilateral structure can appear in all phases of the evolution of strategic partnership. In the formation phase it could be a small overlap of the strategic interests, a narrow set of the common strategic objectives, hidden or competing partners' goals and motives, limited compatibility of the strategic partners, the absence of a common vision of the international system or partner's disapproval of the vision, a blurred definition of mutual expectations, the lack of formalization, underestimating of other potential strategic partners or the compatibility of the formed strategic partnership with other strategic partnerships in the foreign policy. In the phase of implementation the most common risks of intensity are the following: lack of formulated cooperation guidelines, undefined roles of the country-partner, lack of created effective cooperation mechanisms, common institutions, limited and unchanging areas of cooperation and inclusion of elements, there is no permanent and stable communication in various levels of cooperation in all fields of the cooperation, lack of elements' motivation, general justification of expectations is limited (just planning), lack of monitoring of the cooperation results. In the phase of evaluation the following risks can arise: changes in the international environment and its effect on the implementation of the strategic partnership, underestimating the changes in the characteristics of the partner, the compatibility of partner's and national interests, failure to appreciate the other potential strategic partners, failure to appreciate the conflicting interests and the objectives of misalignment, low common benefit, expected greater potential benefit or lower costs of the cooperation with another country in order to achieve the same national interest. The emergence of vulnerabilities in one stage eventually leads to the formation of other vulnerabilities and threat to the intensity, efficiency and sustainability of the strategic partnership only increases.
The formation phase of the strategic partnership reflects the category of the intensity of the formal or formal-relevant strategic partnership, and only the implementation phase highlights the genuine properties of the strategic partnership. The implementation elements corresponding to the quantitative and qualitative intensity indicators are gradually incorporated into the strategic partnership. This process reflects whether the evolving strategic partnership is going to expand and deepen or simply remain formal and in foreign policy does not acquire any functional significance. If the implementation of the strategic partnership satisfies common expectations, the process of achieving strategic goal is effective, and the regular multidimensional cooperation progresses; over time the strategic partnership intensifies and becomes real. However, cooperation may be considered effective only when the strategic partnership is continually evaluated and feedback on cooperation is given; regular monitoring and renewal suggest necessary arrangements, adaptation guidelines and action plans for implementation. Thus, if the evaluation of the strategic partnership becomes the part of the concrete partnership's internal cooperation, communication culture and structure, the provided feedback operates as a mechanism for increasing the efficiency of cooperation, the intensity of the strategic partnership can be evaluated as real-effective.
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Context of the Formation of Polish-Ukrainian and Lithuanian-Ukrainian Strategic Partnerships
After dissolution of the USSR the bipolar International System became unipolar: the USA became the system's hegemon and NATO became the dominant security and defense alliance. Despite that, Russia remained a strategic actor that could influence security and stability in Europe. The USSR-initiated Warsaw pact alliance effectively lost importance when positioned alongside NATO. However, the Commonwealth of Independent States became the dividing line between post-communist countries, which were oriented towards the West and actively sought NATO membership (Baltic states, Poland, Czech, Slovakia and etc.), and post-communist countries, which became members of the Commonwealth of Independent States and were oriented towards Russia (Belarus, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and etc.). In this context Ukraine was considered a strategically important part of the European security structure: a new Eurasian union would become impossible without Ukraine. Thereby Russian imperialism still remains directly dependent upon Ukraine's capacity to remain an independent country and preserve a geopolitical balance in the region 19 . NATO members and candidates for membership started to develop more active bilateral relations with Ukraine in order to promote Ukraine's Euro-Atlantic integration and orientation to West. At the same time Russia sought to keep Ukraine as part of its traditional influence zone and made an impact on Ukrainian internal and external policy.
The neighborhood of Poland and Ukraine, common history and inclusion in the same security complex demanded intensive cooperation. Poland's strategic goal to become a member of NATO and the EU conditioned the compulsory implementation of a friendly neighborhood principle and the Warsaw goal to promote Ukraine's NATO and EU membership. Consequently, the strategic goal of Polish foreign policy was formulated not only as Poland's Euro-Atlantic integration, but as regional Euro-Atlantic integration. So "the ambition to return Europe to historical borders" 20 showed Poland's objective to make Ukraine similarly a member of NATO and EU.
The national security of Lithuania was not so directly related to Ukraine's geopolitical orientation and gravitation. Lithuania's being a small coun-try conditioned not only the incapacity to influence other states' security and foreign policies, but also the dependence on other states' foreign policy and necessity to bandwagon with more powerful members of International System or to become the member of security and defense alliance. Hence, Lithuania's security and foreign policies' resources were used in order to become a member of NATO and jump on the bandwagon with the USA. Consequently, intense cooperation between Lithuania and Ukraine emerged only when Lithuania became a member of Euro-Atlantic structures. The European Neighborhood policy also became imperative to promote more intense bilateral cooperation, because creation of this policy endued Lithuanian foreign policy with new priorities and goals. The Orange revolution in Ukraine was considered Ukraine's transformation to the democratic system; consequently, this process also gave impulse to closer cooperation. The Orange revolution attained wide response in Lithuania and Poland; for this reason, both countries started planning more active policy towards Ukraine and its Euro-Atlantic integration process. Lithuania and Ukraine (NATO and EU members) have been started to be considered as external factors of Ukrainian democratization and inclusion into European security system.
The Formation of a Polish-Ukrainian Strategic Partnership
Poland actively supported Ukraine's striving for national independence. This was motivated by national security and geopolitical assumptions. Poland implemented "two-track diplomacy" regarding USSR government and separate republics, at the same time Polish and Ukrainian dissidents established contacts in order to promote states' independence 21 . Sovereign Ukraine eliminated Poland's strategic dilemma "that Poland had always faced, namely that of threatening powers existing simultaneously on its western and eastern frontiers" 207 mity, and the common security challenges determined the need to develop bilateral cooperation.
The incentive to develop bilateral Polish-Ukrainian relations was based on the agreement that Poland's foreign policy with its eastern neighbors had to be implemented according to Jerzy Giedroyc and Juliusz Mieroszewski's idea to maintain friendly and peaceful relations with Lithuania, Belarus and Ukraine. For this reason Poland was the first country to congratulate Ukraine on its decision to declare independence. In 1991, after Ukraine's declaration of independence (on the 24th of August) and a referendum (on the 1st of December) in which citizens of Ukraine approved the declaration of independence, Poland was the first country that de jure recognized Ukraine as a sovereign state (on the 2nd of December).
Ukraine's independence in the geopolitical context was valued as geopolitical pluralism and at the same time as the weakening of the Russian-centristic system 24 . The Polish support for Ukraine was determined by the perception that repeated loss of Ukraine's independence will have direct consequences for Poland, i.e., Poland would become united Europe's eastern border 25 and it would negatively affect national security and the Euro-integration. Inspiration to seek partnership with Ukraine was also determined by other reasons:
• Poland and Ukraine belong to the same security complex -one's national security is directly dependent on other's national security; • The aspiration to reduce Ukraine's gravitation towards Russia and to encourage orientation to the West (Western Europe and the USA); • A stable, democratic, economically developed Ukraine is condition of the safe and good Poland's neighborhood and Poland ensures to Ukraine strong links with the EU and NATO (potential) member states, which can not only be an advocate of Ukrainian membership, but also a guide to reforms; • The strategic cooperation with Ukraine and the ability to influence its democratization process would establish Poland as expert in the European Eastern policy and would guarantee the importance of Poland in the EU.
The promotion of cooperation between new neighbors was also forced by changes in territorial borders and ethnic minorities issues. Before the Second World War the current western territory of Ukraine was the part of Poland, and although in 1945 -1947 ethnic groups were artificially separated in the border area (repatriation of Poles from Ukrainian territories and Ukrainians resettlement in Poland to the north and west regions), but a complete ethnic homogeneity was not achieved. Ethnic minority status and historical heritage have become another cause, which resulted in the need to develop cooperation, despite Poland's fears about the USSR's (later Russia's) adverse reaction.
Simultaneously, the formation of strategic cooperation was affected by the International environment's pressure. The 1996 Russian presidential elections led to doubts about the future of the Russian democratic development and the desire to strengthen the influence in the former USSR republics. Another important aspect was the wider US involvement and intensification of bilateral relations, i.e., strategic security cooperation has been established with the Baltic States, Poland, Ukraine, Czech Republic, etc. on purpose to expand the network of pro-American countries. Thus, the intersection of two geo-political forces in the region influenced the initiative of the strategic partnership between Poland and Ukraine in order to reduce Ukraine's gravitation towards Russia and Russia's influence to the region's Euro-integration perspectives. The basis of the strategic partnership was a formal strategic objectives' coincidence, bringing mutual Euro-integration support and the common vision of Europe under the NATO security umbrella.
The Formation of a Lithuanian-Ukrainian Strategic Partnership
Although Lithuanian-Ukrainian diplomatic relations were established in 1991, after the mutual recognition of independence, and in 1994 the Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation was signed, an intensive political dialogue started only in 2004. Three parallel processes were the preconditions for the formation of the Lithuania-Ukraine strategic partnership. In 2004, the EU developed a new external Neighborhood Policy on purpose to adapt to the changed international security environment after its enlargement to Central and Eastern Europe. That same year, Lithuania implemented strategic security and foreign policy goals and thus became the EU and NATO member, so it was necessary to re-define foreign policy priorities. In Ukraine during the 2004 presidential elections massive protests started, which led to the Orange Revolution. The result was the intensification of European integration processes and more active policy towards EU and its members.
In 2004, Lithuania achieved the strategic security and foreign policy goal, i.e., Lithuania became a NATO and EU member. Lithuania had to define a new foreign policy agenda and as a result the concept of the regional leader or expert on Eastern Neighborhood was generated 26 .
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. This commitment was based on a provision formed in the doctrine of "New Lithuanian foreign policy", i.e., the vision that Ukraine is an integral part of the Europe and Euro-Atlantic institutions, and that Lithuania should not only support the political, economic, social and other reforms, but also to encourage the EU and NATO to support these reforms. Thus, the external factors (geopolitical change in the environment, the need to reduce external security threats and the goal to expand the sphere of influence) led to the formation of the EU's Neighborhood Policy, which became the external cause and the context of the Lithuanian-Ukrainian strategic partnership.
Although Lithuania's objectives regarding Ukraine coincided with the Polish goals, the states did not seek to develop effective trilateral cooperation. Lithuania and Poland based the development of relations with the Eastern Neighborhood countries on bilateral cooperation. The states rarely coordinated their actions and so reduced the benefit of Polish-Ukrainian and Lithuanian-Ukrainian strategic partnerships and missed opportunities to form the new systematic principle for a Lithuanian-Polish strategic partnership, which 
The Evolution of Polish-Ukrainian and Lithuanian-Ukrainian Strategic Partnerships
The cooperation between Poland and Ukraine can be seen as the attempt to reduce the dividing line between Eastern and Western Europe, and thus to provide conditions for a broader Euro-integration space. Several aspects had the greatest impact on the development of the cooperation in the implementation of the Polish-Ukrainian strategic partnership: Ukrainian-Russian bilateral relations, partners' political and economic development and interpretation of common history. Although Ukraine's foreign policy was characterized by maneuvering between Russia and the EU (the Eurasian doctrine), relations with Poland "reflected a balance between European and Eurasian vector, which allowed Ukraine to avoid the complete marginalization in the EU and USA agenda" 29 . Ukraine considers Poland an example of economic and market transformations, industry adaptation and the EU's acquis communautaire application model. As for Poland, Ukraine is an important element of regional stability and security on its eastern border, a trade partner, a transit country for energy resources and a link to the Black Sea. Consequently, a common European political, economic and security space became the context for the Polish-Ukrainian strategic partnership. This required defining the roles of the partners: Ukraine became a supporter of Poland's NATO and EU membership, while Poland became an advocate of Ukraine's Euro-integration. The recognition of Ukraine's role as a strategically important transit country for energy resources was impelled by the Russian-Ukrainian gas wars The roles of the partners of the Lithuanian-Ukrainian strategic partnership were also defined in the context of Euro-Atlantic integration: Lithuania became a supporter of Ukraine's membership in NATO / EU. The evolution of the partnership was also influenced by the Ukrainian-Russian bilateral relations, the orientation of Ukraine's domestic development, but even more influenced by the lack of common territorial borders and the power imbalance (territory, population, military and economic power). For these reasons, Lithuania has a limited impact on the democratic, economic and social development of Ukraine. However, Lithuania can contribute to the implementation of the EU's acquis communautaire in Ukrainian public policy.
The Implementation of the Polish-Ukrainian Strategic Partnership
Negative historical experience remains one of the most important aspects that reduced mutual confidence in Polish-Ukrainian relations. The Polish representatives accused the Ukrainians of collaboration with the Nazis during World War II (for example, the SS "Galicia" Division, which actively operated in the Warsaw Uprising), playing an active role in the genocide of the Jews and ethnic cleansing conducted by the Ukrainian Rebel Army and by the right wing of the Organization of the Ukrainian Nationalists, led by Stepan Bandera (for example, the Volhynia massacre in 1943-1944). The main causes of some of their historical phobias can also be considered: the Khmelnytsky Uprising against the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth (in 1648-1654), the border conflicts after World War I (Polish -Ukrainian War in 1918-1919) and Polish actions towards the Ukrainian ethnic minority during the interwar period 30 . However, in 1997, an important step was made: the Joint Presidential Declaration of Understanding and Reconciliation was signed in order to reduce the effect of painful common history and negative stereotypes not only on the development of the bilateral relations, but also to show to the European community that Poland and Ukraine can develop a friendly relationships on the basis of trust.
In 1996, Poland and Ukraine initiated the formation of a strategic partnership. The partnership was inspired by a common perception of security, which has been expressed by the catchphrase "without independent Ukraine, there is no independent Poland" 31 . An important aspect for the implementation of the systemic principle, the Ukrainian Euro-Atlantic integration, was the declaration of the integration as the Ukrainian strategic goal and its implementation by means not only of foreign policy, but also of domestic policy. In 1998, the Ukrainian political elite began to shape the EU membership strategy and this strategy became the official doctrine for the Ukrainian domestic and foreign policy reforms in order to implement the conditions of the associate membership by 2007.An approved Cooperation Program with NATO was also presented, which defined the agenda for the development of the Polish-Ukrainian security/defense cooperation on the basis of the NATO-Ukraine Special Partnership Charter signed in 1997. Since 1999, a joint Polish-Ukrainian battalion took part in the joint exercises and military operations in the Balkans (Bosnia and Herzegovina; Kosovo), stabilization operations in Iraq, and later in Afghanistan 32 . The implementation of the joint programs aimed to bring Ukraine closer to the EU and NATO standards.
Despite the positive developments in the security/defense cooperation, "balancing" became the official doctrine of Ukraine's security policy in 2001: at the same time a multi-vector foreign and security policy was implemented in cooperation with Russia (emphasizing the lack of the alternatives in strategically important economic cooperation) and NATO (emphasizing US capacity to reduce Ukraine's dependence on Russia), though, in 2002, Ukraine announced that NATO membership is a strategic goal of the security policy and signed the bilateral cooperation plan with the Alliance 33 . In 2008, Ukraine was close to a NATO Membership Action Plan (the NATO summit in Bucharest), but Western European countries opposed the US's desire to grant Ukraine the status of a candidate (US compensation to Ukraine was the Charter on Strategic Partnership), and in 2010, Ukraine abandoned the goal of NATO membership; consequently, the cooperation with NATO has become formal 34 . Thus, PolishUkrainian security cooperation also remains limited.
From the formation of the strategic partnership, the Polish-Ukrainian economic cooperation was aimed at liberalizing trade and developing a free market economy in Ukraine. After Poland's accession to the EU, trade barriers or provision of prerogatives defined by the bilateral cooperation agreements lost value. Poland became a part of the EU's internal market and Ukraine became a third country. Poland supported Ukraine's ambition to become the member of Central European Free Trade Area (CEFTA), WTO and EU, therefore economic cooperation is the most widely institutionalized area of functional cooperation: the Polish-Ukrainian Chamber of Industry, the Polish-Ukrainian Chamber of Construction Industry and Commerce, Ukraine's and Poland's Support and Development Center, the Joint Trade and Economic Cooperation Commission, etc. The economic cooperation is also developed through the annual summit meetings, economic forums and Polish-American-Ukrainian Cooperation Initiative, which provides support to small businesses and local government. The importance and commitment to deepen the economic cooperation, to promote trade, and investment has become an integral part of the political rhetoric on the bilateral and the EU level.
In 1998, at the beginning of the EU membership negotiations, Poland proposed the creation of The Eastern European dimension, in which "the most important role should be given to Ukraine's democratization, Euro-integration and eventual EU membership" 35 . In 2003, on the basis of this proposal, The European Neighborhood Policy was formed, and in 2009, the Eastern Partnership Initiative, which became the context of Poland-Ukraine cooperation. From 2001, Poland was trying to include Ukraine to the EU's agenda as a strategically important energy transit country: it was proposed to pave the Odessa-Brody-Gdansk oil pipeline to connect the region of the Caspian Sea with Europe. In 2003, the European Commission approved the project of Eurasian Oil Transportation Corridor and added studies concerning the Odessa-BrodyPlock oil pipeline construction to this project. Regional cooperation has also been invoked to promote the economic, socio-economic cooperation not only on the regional, national level, but also on the local level: the EU Twinning programs, Euroregional projects -Carpathian Euroregion and Bug Euroregion, the trilateral cooperation (Poland -Lithuania -Ukraine, Poland -Romania -Ukraine, Poland -Ukraine -Germany), B4 + (the Visegrad States and Ukraine), B4 + 3 (the Visegrad States and Ukraine, Germany, Austria).
Despite a large number of initiatives and joint projects, Polish-Ukrai-nian economic cooperation still has many obstacles: insufficient Ukraine's internal market liberalization (structural incompatibility of the economic systems), unfavorable investment environment, customs, the lack of protection and insurance of the capital and investment, administrative and legal barriers, corruption, complicated bureaucratic processes, the lack of developed infrastructure and cross-border cooperation. For these reasons, the private and public economic elements are reluctant to get involved in the economic cooperation at a strategic level. The Polish functional elements focus on the EU's internal market and cooperation with the major European countries, while Ukraine actively cooperates with the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) and China. Effective economic cooperation could only be achieved if Ukraine became an Associate member of the EU. 
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identified as political dialogue, the Euro-integration, the Euro-Atlantic integration, economy, energy, security, cross-border, culture, science and common history. The political cooperation has been developed using bilateral institutions: the Presidential Advisory Committee; Economic Cooperation Commission, Economic Forum, Euro-Integration Commission, Inter-Parliamentary Assembly (and the Trilateral Inter-parliamentary Assembly, including Lithuania), Interregional Cooperation Coordination Board, etc. An extensive bilateral institutionalization grants conditions to communicate continuously at the various levels of the government.
Despite the growth in the development of the cooperation in the areas of culture, science and education and involvement of societies and separated groups (academics, students, artists) in the bilateral cooperation, the general attitude of the societies of both Poland and Ukraine is not homogeneous: 32 percent of Poles assess Ukraine positively, while 29 percent neutrally, and 33 percent negatively (2011). 46 percent of Ukrainians assess Poland positively, 25 percent neutrally and only 17 percent negatively (2011), but since 2005, the positive ratings have been declining and negative evaluations reveal a growing trend 36 . In addition, only 9 percent of Ukrainians see Poland as a European country, 40 percent believe that Warsaw helps to develop closer ties with the EU, but the same number of respondents believe that Poland's role in the Ukraine's Euro-integration process is negligible 37 . The main problem in this context remains the fact that "common historical experience is not seen as a political problem"
38
, thus the development of the strategic cooperation in the cultural, educational and humanitarian areas is hindered. Accordingly, public awareness, formation of a positive public opinion and elimination of negative stereotypes do not become the part of public policy, thus the commemoration of the common historical events remains a political ritual, which does not involve the said societies. The implemented assimilation policies and the destruction of symbols associated with the past of multi-ethnic diversity in the region still do not allow the societies to develop mutual tolerance and understanding, and the attempts to restore historic ties and establish effective cooperation in the cultural, educational and humanitarian policies causes disaffection and nationalistic mood in the border regions 39 . The positive public opinion and the promotion of intercultural communication in this context are of critical importance. In the case of the Lithuanian-Ukrainian strategic partnership, the common history and negative public opinion has no such connotation, but cooperation still remains similarly limited, despite a positive evaluation of the historical relations.
The Implementation of the Lithuanian-Ukrainian Strategic Partnership
In 1995 the Declaration on the Prospects of Cooperation between Lithuania and Ukraine was presented. The declaration noted that there are no sources of fundamental disagreement which could hamper the development of friendly relations between the countries in order to consolidate democracy, market economy, promote and maintain cooperation in the NATO's Partnership for Peace program and avoid the formation of new dividing lines in the region. Hence, Lithuania, like Poland, supported Ukraine's aspirations for transatlantic integration. Although, preeminently Lithuania was interested in its own accession to NATO and the EU, Ukraine was considered an essential element in the process of building a common European security structure.
Despite mutual high-level political visits, joint declarations and several treaties signed in 1997, the bilateral relationships between Lithuania and Ukraine was neither constructive, neither effective until 2002.Lithuania gravitated to the West and supported the Euro-Atlantic relations, while Ukraine orientated itself towards Russia and developed a shifting and unpredictable foreign policy. Only in 2002 did the intensification of the bilateral relations start: the bilateral institutional framework was planned and created. The Council of Presidents, the Inter-Parliamentary Assembly, Intergovernmental Cooperation Council, Business Forum, Intellectuals Forum and Working Groups were initiated. The preconditions for continuous communication and dialogue at the highest level were created, which guaranteed the possibility of coordination of cooperation programs.
The Orange Revolution, a nationwide democratic revolution in Ukraine, was a major turning point for the Lithuanian-Ukrainian relations, where both Lithuania and Poland played the roles of the external stability and me-217 diation factors. The Orange Revolution led to change of political elite from pro-Russian to pro-Western. NATO and EU membership was established as a national strategic goal and incentive for internal reform. From 2004 the development of a new form of bilateral cooperation began, which reflected the change in the roles of the states: Lithuania as an EU and NATO member and Ukraine as a country seeking to join the EU and NATO. However, if Poland was regarded as a bridge between EU/NATO and Ukraine, Lithuania played the role of the supporter of Ukraine's Euro-Atlantic integration and exercised the function of transferring the accession experience in the areas of public policies and administrative reforms.
The maximum contribution to promoting Lithuanian-Ukrainian and Lithuanian-Polish bilateral relations was made by Lithuanian President Valdas Adamkus (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) . The emphasis was not only on strategically important projects (in the field of energy, infrastructure and other) as in the case of the Polish-Ukrainian strategic partnership, but also implementation of EU acquis in public policy and administrative practices. Lithuania was obligated to share the experience in the sphere of the creation of the overall social dialogue, in the social and labor sphere, in the sphere of improvement of rural infrastructure, in the adjustment of the public procurement legislation to the EU standards, in the implementation of the electronic public procurement system, in the harmonization of the regulation systems of the insurance market with international and other standards 41 , thus creating a broad inter-governmental and inter-agency cooperation solving issues in specific spheres. Accordingly, during the process of implementation of the Lithuanian-Ukrainian strategic partnership the focus was on lobbying Ukraine's EU/NATO membership and the implementation of specific membership requirements. 
Formation of strategic partnership
Conjunction of national interests:
1. common security complex; 2. adaptation to changing International structure; 3. increase of International structure: 4. economical development: Common benefit -friendly neighborhood in the region, increasing national security, reciprocal support, economical benefit and etc. Limited strategic fit (common international vision, discrepancy between political, economic, social and other systems/ development). Strategic goal -euro-integration of Ukraine. 
UNIPOLAR INTERNATIONAL STRUCTURE (changing into multipolar)
Sukurta dvišalių santykių struktūra:
Establishment of partners' roles:
•Ukraine -state seeking eurointegration;
• Lithuania -member of EU, which support Ukrainian eurointegration. Agreement on strategic cooperation elements and areas. Establishment of cooperation rules and regulations. Formation of bilateral institutions. Limited implementation of reciprocal expectations.
Evaluation of strategic partnership
Guidelines for Strategic Partnership of Lithuanian and Ukraine was formulated and renewed every two year (2008-2010, 2010-2012, 2013-2015) . In joint arrangements bilateral Lithuanian -Ukrainianrelations are considered as strategic cooperation. Strategic goal's implementation rate Ukrainian -EU negotiation on Association agreement and initial of it. Increasing number of confiticticg interests and goals. Increasing incompability of political systems. Increasing conditionality of cooperation inplementation.
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cooperation. The aim of the area is the security of energy supply and the transparency of the energy sector, also Ukraine's integration into the EU energy market. The main issues in the area are the creation of Caspian-Black SeaBaltic Sea energy transit space, energy infrastructure projects and Lithuania's involvement in the solution of Ukraine's problems regarding integration into the EU energy market. The functional cooperation in the area of transport and infrastructure was linked with increase of the number and extent of transportation: improving the operating conditions of the combined transport train VIKING and load-flow network, increasing the transit through the Baltic and Black Sea ports.
In . The cooperation in these areas is facilitated by positive interpretation of the common past. Both Lithuanian and Ukrainian societies often emphasize the negative aspects of the common history with Poland. Although the discourse of the Lithuanian-Ukrainian bilateral relations both in Lithuanian and Ukrainian media and political rhetoric is limited, Lithuania is presented as a "loyal friend". This image is reinforced by the fact that Vilnius implements the principle of non-interference to the internal affairs of the other states and expresses limited criticism regarding Ukraine's undemocratic development; however it emphasizes "the necessity of the EU's further enlargement to Eastern Neighborhood countries". Although the new presidents repeated predecessors' commitment to develop a strategic partnership with Ukraine, it remained just a formal priority and did not receive more personal attention from the presidents (both in Warsaw and Vilnius has begun to focus on the cooperation with EU member states). In addition, in 2010, pro-Russian Viktor Yanukovych became the President of Ukraine. The new Ukrainian president declined the goal of NATO membership and foreign policy became multi-vectoral, i.e., Ukraine began to maneuver between the partnership with the EU and the partnership with Russia.
After Viktor Yanukovych's controversial actions, not only Warsaw and Vilnius, but also the EU started to implement with Ukraine the strategy of a conditional dialogue. He canceled already obscure democratic achievements: Amendments of the Constitution introduced in 2004 were declared invalid, the President powers were re-strengthened and foreign policy once 221 again took multi-vectoral nature, "ignoring Poland" as a bridge between the EU and Ukraine, and starting to cooperate directly with the EU institutions and member -countries (Ukraine president Viktor Yanukovich's first visit to Warsaw took place only in 2011). In 2010, a new law was announced, outlining the principles of Ukraine's domestic and foreign policy: a document identified Ukraine as a non-aligned European country, which develops an open foreign policy with all countries, avoids dependence on particular countries or international organizations (Article 11) 47 , seeks membership in the EU, but at the same time cooperates with Russia and the United States. This foreign policy strategy has was defined as a pragmatic and striving to implement Ukraine's economic interests, i.e., the choice of partners and the development of international cooperation has been linked with the economic benefits 48 , trade agreements and foreign investment (Ukraine's foreign policy became a lobbying instrument of oligarchic system).
Viktor Yanukovych's first visit to Poland, a year after the beginning of his tenure and after visits in more than twenty states, was determined by the need to update the guidelines for bilateral cooperation, thus providing conditions for greater support for Ukraine's Euro-integration and smoother Ukraine-EU Association Agreement negotiations during the Polish presidency of the EU. However, the illusion of a strategic partnership was destroyed: Cooperation Guidelines for the period of 2011-2012 did not determine the bilateral relations as a strategic partnership and did not include any strategic objectives. 49 The same situation emerged in 2013, when Viktor Yanukovych came to Lithuania in order to update the guidelines for the bilateral cooperation. The political rhetoric was moderate, but the visit showed the search of supporters of the signing of Ukraine-EU Association Agreement during the Lithuanian presidency of the EU. However, Lithuanian-Ukrainian relations again were determined as strategic partnership and the guidelines for the cooperation included short-term strategic goals. Despite that Lithuania's capacity to influence the signing of Ukraine-EU Association Agreement is strictly limited. Poland's ability to accelerate the negotiation process, which began in 2008 with Ukraine-EU Free Trade Agreement, which will become the core of the future Association Agreement in order to establish a Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area, has also been limited even in the period of Polish Presidency. Though Poland tried to re-include the priority of the bilateral cooperation with Eastern neighbors to the EU's agenda and encourage more active dialogue between Brussels and Kiev, Eastern Partnership countries' refusal to sign the declaration on human rights and the rule of law violations in Belarus (EU Summit in 2011) obliterated Poland's wishes to crown its EU presidency with the signing the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement. Chronic lack of reforms in Ukraine's political, economic and social system further reduces the potential intensity of the strategic cooperation; when Poland and Lithuania joined NATO/EU the gap between the countries, despite Ukraine's Euro-integration objectives, was steadily increasing. Moreover, Ukraine seeks to combine Euro-integration and the development of a strategic partnership with Russia and its vision of the Eurasian Union.
In addition, internal policy decisions in Ukraine jeopardized Ukraine's prospects of Euro-integration and showed the tendency of authoritarian tendencies. The imprisonment of pro-Western former Ukrainian Prime Minister and the opposition candidate of the 2010 presidential elections Yulia Tymoshenko and her allies has been named a political elimination. Selective application of law has been the critical point in the relationship between the EU and Ukraine. Furthermore, continuous maneuvering by Ukraine between EU-Ukraine Association Agreement and Russia-Belarus-Kazakhstan Customs Union does not promote mutual trust. Sentencing Yulia Tymoshenko for 7 years by accusing her of abuse of authority in negotiations with Russia on the 2009 gas contract led to the EU's boycott of the European Football Championship 2012 that took place in Ukraine and Poland, as well as the boycott of the Central European Summit, which was held in Yalta. In this way the EU has begun to isolate Ukraine while the latter started engaging in a formally closer cooperation with Russia. In 2010, Ukraine and Russia signed the agreement on the operation of the Russian military base in Sevastopol until 2042 (Kharkov Agreement), and in 2012, formed the Russian -Ukrainian strategic partnership and Ukraine's rapprochement with Russia was crowned by Viktor Yanukovych initiated Law on Language Policy Basis, granting the Russian language an official status in Ukrainian regions.
The Intensity of Polish-Ukrainian and Lithuanian-Ukrainian Strategic Partnerships
The goal of Polish foreign policy was clear: Ukraine's membership in NATO and the EU. But the Ukrainian representatives were reluctant to support the commitments and declarations of Euro-integration with "the effective programs and specific actions" 50 : political rhetoric remains a critical element, which defines the intensity of the Polish -Ukrainian strategic partnership. Poland as a formal strategic partner plays the role of Ukraine's "advocate and lobbyist" 51 in order to implement for Ukraine useful legislation decisions, strategic projects in the regional and international structures, but only when it meets Poland's national interests. Although Ukraine is identified as a partner, it should be noted that, de facto, it is considered as a source of threats to Poland's national security: illegal migration, organized crime, human trafficking, AIDS, tuberculosis, cooperation of national security agencies with that of Russian intelligence, limited investment and foreign capital protection and many other problems 52 decrease the involvement of the functional elements into the strategic cooperation. The costs of cooperation often outweigh the potential benefits. In addition, the estimation of Ukraine as a threat is strengthened by the fact that Poland is a NATO member and Ukraine refused these plans; consequently, Ukraine cannot be regarded as a (potential) part of the common European security system. Given that Poland is under the NATO umbrella, Ukraine is no longer considered as a guarantee of national security, but rather as a "buffer" to the external pressure of Russia In the formation phase, the Polish-Ukrainian strategic partnership has been characterized by the risk: unresolved bilateral issues (historical phobias, different interpretations of history, manifestations of chauvinism remained the most important bilateral relationship problems), underestimation of partner motives (in the Ukrainian context, this means constant maneuvering between Russia and the EU regarding the geopolitical situation and the internal fragmentation; in order to strengthen its statehood and reduce Russia's political and economic influence, Ukraine approaches the EU and NATO, while in order to get the economic or political concessions form the latter Ukraine approaches Russia 54 ), the possibility to develop a real strategic partnership (the Russia factor in Ukraine's domestic and foreign policy, the USA factor in Poland's), unclear definition of the mutual expectations, strategic objectives in the functional cooperation areas, low compatibility with other strategic partnerships in foreign policy (at the same time, Ukraine has established strategic partnerships with Russia, Uzbekistan and the United States), and a low degree of formalization (lack of legal obligation).
Along with the lack of economic, legal and administrative reforms, corruption, confusing bureaucratic system, and weak political institutions, the Russian influence is only a part of the problems hampering the deepening and development of Polish-Ukrainian partnership. The most important factor remains the fact that Poland is a Central European country while Ukraine, despite the claimed geopolitical identity and demand to recognize this identity, "does not apply the Central European standards for itself " 55 reign policy, but "the real Poland's strategic objective" 57 in order to increase its influence in Europe and to become the regional leader is the western vector and cooperation with the EU countries. Thus, the Polish-Ukrainian strategic partnership can be described as "magical incantation, whose repetition compensates for the lack of content" 58 . The cooperation continues in the following fields: EU Association Agreement, EU-Ukraine visa-free regime, the Ukrainian administrative, territorial reform, the Euro-Asian Oil Transportation Corridor, the Odessa-Gdansk oil pipeline project. However, the concept of strategic approach, describing the results of the cooperation, is not necessary and is rarely expressed even in Poland and Ukraine. Even though since 2010 the Lithuanian-Ukrainian strategic partnership can be seen as formal, it is necessary to take into account the relative power differences, absence of territorial borders, the potential changes in Ukraine's foreign policy, the increasing isolation of Ukraine, violations of the human rights, rule of law, and democratic values. The following priority areas of the bilateral cooperation still remain: Ukraine's Euro-integration (exchange of the experience regarding Lithuania's accession to the EU), economic cooperation, bilateral trade (improving the investment environment, removing barriers, protectionist measures), transportation (the train Viking), infrastructure projects, diversification of energy resources and supply (energy security), and international security (participation in reconstruction mission in Afghanistan's Ghor province, the frozen conflict in Transnistria). The most important aspect enabling the maintaining and constant updating of the strategic partnership is the expansion of EU context, i.e., signing the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement. The process of Ukraine's European integration remains both the context and the systemic principle of the Lithuanian-Ukrainian strategic partnership. The success of the strategic partnership continues to depend on the ability to combine interests and to coordinate cooperation in the functional areas by promoting the growth of common benefit.
Conclusions
The Polish-Ukrainian strategic partnership was initiated as a formal partnership in 1996, but the cooperation was not upgraded to the real strategic level. Over time, due to low strategic compatibility, the dependence on Russian foreign policy and changing political elite in Poland and Ukraine, as well as the already low intensity of the strategic partnership, has begun to decline. Since 2010, even in the political rhetoric, the bilateral relations have been rarely identified as a strategic partnership. Moreover, the ultimate result of the Euro-integration process should be Ukraine's membership in the EU. However, with or without the development of the Polish-Ukrainian strategic partnership, Ukraine's prospects of EU membership remains obscure even in a long-term perspective. The change of the political/diplomatic rhetoric, which was the basis of the strategic partnership, indicates the eventual dissolution of the strategic partnership.
The limited achievements of Lithuanian-Ukrainian relations are based on the fact that both Lithuania and Ukraine implemented a reactionary policy towards each other. Moreover, both of them, due to their relative lack of power, are oriented towards direct cooperation with the EU and its major member states. Lithuania's role as a mediator between Brussels and Kiev cannot be fulfilled due to the lack of its influence in the EU. The development of the Lithu-anian-Ukrainian strategic partnership was smoother than the Polish-Ukrainian cooperation. Nevertheless, Ukraine's democratic and socio-economic development, the implementation of the EU acquis, membership conditions are not directly dependent on whether the states develop strategic cooperation. Although the goal of the Polish-Ukrainian and the Lithuanian-Ukrainian strategic partnerships is the same (Ukrainian Euro-integration) and it follows from the the overlapping national interests of partners, the achievement of this goal depends on the EU-Ukraine bilateral relations and the internal political developments in Ukraine. Consequently, Poland and Lithuania can only play the role of Ukraine's supporters.
The Polish-Ukrainian and the Lithuanian-Ukrainian partnerships are defined more by formality than effective strategic cooperation. Ukraine's multi-vector foreign policy (the Russian factor), the gap between Ukraine's geopolitical gravity (to the east) and the orientation (to the west), the chronic lack of democratic and market economy reforms decrease the capabilities of Euro-integration. For those reasons Poland and Lithuania have limited ability to affect the intensity of the cooperation. The evolution of the partnerships is determined by the implementation of pragmatic short-term interests, rather than ability to ensure effective cooperation in strategic areas. The process of the cooperation itself depends on the goals and orientation of the ruling elite (groups of interests) and opportunities to develop a more efficient cooperation can be created only by changes in Ukraine's political situation and by EU Association Agreement's entering into force. Despite Ukraine's domestic development scenario, the promotion of the Polish-Ukrainian bilateral relations is inevitable due to the common territorial border and direct dependence of national security. For Lithuania, Ukraine will remain a formal priority in the context of the EU Neighborhood Policy. However, the lack of resources in Lithuania, the deficit of influence in the EU, the geographical distance between Vilnius and Kiev, as well as the power imbalance will continuously result in the marginalization of the bilateral relations in both countries' foreign policy.
